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For Sekula, it is irrelevant that photography has 
finally been acknowledged as an artistic medium 
like any other, alongside painting or sculpture. He 
considers the modesty of the medium, and the 
possibility it offers to attain knowledge through 
keen observation, to be a more interesting 
characteristic. Relying on its ability to describe 
aspects of economic systems within the 
framework of the visual arts, through what is 
commonly called «documentary» practice, Sekula 
attempts to offer a clear alternative to the kind of 
photography usually shown by the contemporary 
system of museum and galleries. According 
to the artist this system in essence prepares 
the work for an «antiquarian future», which 
condemns art to conform with the museum’s 
relics of the past.

In recent years, Sekula has worked on long 
documentary projects inspired by contemporary 
political events. These projects have given 
rise to sequences and major series that often 
culminate in the publication of a book. In these 
publications, the photographs are contextualised 
by the artist’s texts - which are always present 
in his exhibitions - which emphasizes the fact 
that Sekula’s practice also encompasses writing, 
alongside the production of visual work. 

Sekula calibrates each exhibition through a 
careful selection of photographs and objects 
specific to the context of the given place, 
thus «re-writing» his own narrative via the 
re-arrangement of work. By developing his 
exhibitions from venue to venue, they in 
effect connect cities and harbours, which 
evokes the production and flow of goods via 
complex network relationships of harbour 
cities, the subject of Sekula’s practice. La 
Criée in Rennes now presents the exhibition 
The Dockers’ Museum. Photographs from the 
series Ship of Fools - which were previously 
presented in Antwerp, São Paulo and 
Edinburgh - constitute part of the exhibition. 

Their configuration in Rennes is altered through 
an emphasis on the artist’s collection of objects 
related to the world of dockers and seafarers, 
reflected in the exhibition title The Dockers’ 
Museum. The collected «objects of interest» 
are not to be understood as artworks, but they 
contextualize Sekula’s photography, while these 
in turn contextualize Sekula’s ongoing activity of 
collecting these items. Sekula finds his «objects 
of interest» at online auction houses, contrasting 
the mystical «speed of light» of the Internet with 
the slow movement of cargo, 90 per cent of 
which is moved by sea.

A series of portraits of the crew of the Global 
Mariner forms one of the core works at La Criée. 
The International Transport Workers Federation 
adapted a cargo vessel in 1998 to host a mobile 
multi-media exhibition in its hold. It formed part 
of an 18-month campaign around the world 
against substandard shipping under flags of 
convenience, and the inherently abusive low 
wages paid to members of ships’ crews who 
have limited rights. Sekula’s participation in 
various stages of the journey resulted in a series 
of photographs in which the artist draws attention 
to the unknown protagonists of this predicament. 

Through taking the «forgotten space» of the sea 
with its 100,000 ships and 1,500,000 workers 
as the subject for his work, Allan Sekula reflects 
on the effects of current neoliberal ideologies. 
His work questions their promises of a painless, 
endless flow of goods and capital with the 
emphasis on consumption and negating the work 
and working conditions behind it. It reveals the 
far-reaching impact of globalization on people’s 
lives.

Jürgen Bock

—
Allan Sekula is a renowned photographer, theorist, photography historian and writer. Using 
colour photographs in conjunction with text, Allan Sekula’s work focuses on economic 
systems, a subject often considered incompatible with the field of art. Cultural critics 
frequently see the economy to be a problematic issue that is of little interest for arts 
practitioners, although many artworks are under the unmistakable influence of market forces.

Press release



Visuals for the press
Please, respect captions and copyrights 

Good ship (Limassol), 1999 from Good Ship Bad Ship (diptych), 
chromogenic print from Ship of Fools series (1999/2010) © Allan Sekula

From Sugar Gang (Santos) 2010, sequence of 6, chromogenic print 
from Ship of Fools series (1999/2010) © Allan Sekula



Visuals for the press
Please, respect captions and copyrights 

Japanese engine cadet 1999, from sequence of 10, The Crew, the Pilot and 
the Russian Girlfriend, chromogenic print from Ship of Fools (1999/2010) 
© Allan Sekula

Ship Lesson (Durban) 1999, chromogenic print from Ship of Fools 
(1999/2010) © Allan Sekula



Portraits from Ship of Fools and Sugar Gang series
1999-2000
Dimensions variable
Courtesy Allan Sekula, collection M HKA, Antwerpen, Belgium

The Docker’s Museum
Artist’s collection of objects related to the world of dockers and seafarers
Courtesy Allan Sekula, collection M HKA, Antwerpen, Belgium

Tsukiji
2001
DV, colour, sound, 44 minutes 
Courtesy Allan Sekula

Works exhibited
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Text:

Ship of Fools

1.  The Floating Family

Not long ago I was able to see the recently restored traveling exhibition version of The 

Family of Man at its permanent home, the Château de Clervaux in Luxembourg, near the site 

of the Battle of the Ardennes. An old US Army Sherman tank, presumably a relic of that 

battle, welcomes the visitor at the entrance to the castle. What was most striking about the 

meticulous reconstruction undertaken by Edward Steichen’s natal country is that now one can 

see how modest and slow paced the spectacle culture of the 1950s was by contrast with the 

Hollywood blockbusters, mega exhibitions and digital image streams of today. 

By current standards, the scale of the photographs is far from superhuman, and I saw a 

group of German high school students slipping into a kind of solemn, attentive reverie as 

they moved patiently among the monochromatic panels, as if this were very different from 

their experience of going to the movies, playing a computer game, or clicking on a web 

link. Perhaps this is the ultimate museological destiny of The Family of Man: to become the 

immobilized relic of a global road show that provided the model for the traveling museum 

blockbusters of today. Does the very obsolescence of The Family of Man open up a plethora of 

possibilities?

Just for a moment, imagine that the restored Family of Man had been installed instead aboard 

a ship, and that the ship sailed around the world, visiting all the port cities that had 

originally taken the exhibition, from New York to Cape Town to Jakarta, and maybe a few 

others that weren’t on the original itinerary. In some cities, a rich menu of competing 

cultural choices combined with general urban indifference to the waterfront would bring few 

visitors: maybe no more than fifty people in New York, despite the free admission. 

In others cities, maybe in Karachi, the ship would be so swamped with visitors that it 

would almost heel over and capsize at the dock: an audience of thirty thousand in one day. 

In the richer countries, caps and T shirts would be sold; in poor countries these would 

be give way to free souvenirs. It would be a simple no frills cargo ship, so there would 

be none of the connotations of protected luxury that accrue to a château or to the cruise 

vessel commandeered in Genoa by the frightened leaders of the rich nations. In many cities, 

dissident and human rights groups would be invited to convene public forums in a conference 

room built into one of the holds. These same groups would provide hospitality for the 

crew. A web site would track the vessel’s progress. The ship would fly the flag of landlocked 

Luxembourg, or maybe that of the United Nations, or perhaps an unrecognizable flag, unrelated 

to any known sovereign entity, perhaps bearing a portrait of Steichen’s mother holding a 

freshly baked apple pie. It would not fly the flag of the United States, nor would it display 

the ensign of the Museum of Modern Art, and there would be no Sherman tank lashed to the hatch 

covers.

Revised extract from Allan Sekula, TITANIC’s wake (Cherbourg: Le Point du Jour Éditeur, 2003).Text 
revised as a part of Allan Sekula’s solo exhibition Ship of Fools (28.05 – 05.09.10), organized by M HKA, 
Museum of Contamporary Art, Antwerp, Belgium, and presented in FoMu, Photo Museum, Antwerp.



Text:
2.  Churning the Waters

This would be the ghost ship imagined by the New York Times: the aging cargo ship in the 

age of e mail. What I am describing here, taking only modest license, is the 1998 2000 

circumnavigation of the Global Mariner, an 18,000 deadweight ton general cargo vessel 

carrying in its converted holds a remarkable exhibition about working conditions at sea, and 

-in a broader sense -about the hidden social costs and probable consequences of corporate 

globalization. Sponsored by the International Transport Workers Federation, a London 

based umbrella organization of over 450 transport workers’ unions around the world, the 

ship was actually the brainchild of a group of German and British seafarer activists who 

also happened to be disaffected veterans of Greenpeace, interested in the problem of an 

international linkage of labor and environmental struggles. Their primary concern was the 

system of flag of convenience shipping, a lawerly ruse invented by American shippers in the 

mid  1940s that allows wealthy ship owners to register their vessels in poor nations offering 

what is often termed paper sovereignty: a flag for a fee. The system is rife with abuses, and 

indeed its very purpose is abuse: shielding exploitative labor conditions and substandard 

vessels behind a bewildering legal maze. The ITF has been waging a campaign against this 

system for fifty years, trying to enforce minimum standards of pay and safety for seafarers.

The solution of the ITF activists was to connect this venerable and not always very 

successful fight to the broader campaign against corporate globalization. Here it is worth 

noting that since 1995 key working class resistances to neoliberal policies -reduced 

social security, casualization of work in the name of “flexibility,” union busting, and 

privatization of public infrastructure -have come from workers in the transport sector: 

railway workers in France, dockers in Australia, Chile and Brazil, bus drivers and airline 

crews in Mexico, delivery drivers in the United States. These battles against the doctrine 

of the untrammeled market predate Seattle.

The Global Mariner was a floating version of the agit train, reconceived in the context 

of an eclectic and decidedly post Bolshevik left wing politics. (The ITF had its origins 

in solidarity actions linking Dutch and British dockers and seafarers at the end of the 

nineteenth century, and remained close to the traditions of the old socialist Second 

International for much of its history.) The quixotic agit ship was nonetheless indebted 

to the experiments of radical productivist art in the young Soviet Union, and also to the 

photomontages of John Heartfield and the workers’ theatre of Erwin Piscator. Remember that 

Steichen had already borrowed from the big scale presentational techniques of Russian 

designers and photographers of the 1920s for his thematic photo exhibitions of the 1940s 

and fifties: there are ghostly shadows of El Lissitsky and Rodchenko in The Family of Man. 

Having witnessed the absorption of these once radical devices into the toolkit of corporate 

liberalism and advertising, one could say that now the Global Mariner has reappropriated 

this tradition to forge a new old weapon against the neoliberalism of the twenty first 

century.

Revised extract from Allan Sekula, TITANIC’s wake (Cherbourg: Le Point du Jour Éditeur, 2003).Text 
revised as a part of Allan Sekula’s solo exhibition Ship of Fools (28.05 – 05.09.10), organized by M HKA, 
Museum of Contamporary Art, Antwerp, Belgium, and presented in FoMu, Photo Museum, Antwerp.



Text:

3.  Renaming of Names

But before the exhibition, with its big computer-¬generated photomurals and its eerie post¬-

Stockhausen soundtrack, there is the fact of the ship and the voyage in and of themselves, 

readymade-¬like in the subtlety of their ambiguous status as already existing but 

transformed object and context.

The Lady Rebecca (as “she” had been christened two decades before on the North Sea coast 

of Britain) had gone through five names, a series of superimposed reinscriptions of bow 

and stern, each prior name an increasingly obscure trace beneath the bright white paint 

announcing the new identity. The calculated amnesia of the world of international shipping 

offers a lesson to those who celebrate the postmodern flux of identity. One of the stranger 

stories of this common practice: in mid passage a captain receives a telex noting that the 

ship has been sold and must be renamed. The captain politely asks the new name and is told to 

send a crewman over the side -risky business when underway -to paint out every other letter 

of the old name. What would Mallarmé make of this? The concrete poetry of the contemporary 

maritime world, the nominative magic worked out between the telex machine and the paint 

locker: here we return to Melville’s Benito Cereno, but confront not the ambiguities of 

insurrection and mutiny but a mastery that disguises itself. Whose ship? Which ship?

 A palimpsest of disguises and deceits, a deliberate muddying of the waters.

Nearing the end of its/her working life, the ship formerly known as the Lady Rebecca entered 

a state of dangerous decrepitude, owned by a Hong Kong shipping company, flagged, I believe, 

to Panama, crewed by Filipinos, and finally -at the literal end of her ropes -moored at 

offshore anchorage in the bustling port of Pusan, on the southeast coast of Korea, waiting. 

For what? A shady buyer willing to squeeze out the last bit of profit from the laborious and 

plodding and dangerous journeys of an aging vessel, a death ship in the making. Or, the 

owner makes the final blunt decision, almost that of a farmer in its frank brutality, though 

less intimate than one based on veterinary observation, since this is a decision made at 

a distance -in Hong Kong or London or Zurich -without poking at the rust breeding on the 

ladders and the hatch coaming, or poking at the cracks in the hull, or reading the engine 

room log with its depressing catalog of failing valves and pumps. From the pasture of the 

anchorage, the ship embarks on the long voyage to the rendering plant. Send “her” to the 

gently-¬sloping beaches of India, to be run ashore at high tide by a skeleton crew: engines 

full ahead onto the oily sand, to be broken by the sledges and cutting torches of vast crews 

of gaunt laborers, the abattoir of the maritime world, the ship re manned for the last time 

by the last toiling victims in the cycle of oceanic exploitation.
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Text:
Then miraculously -although here other metaphors, those of rescue and redemption, are also 

to be used as if this were fiction -the ship was purchased by the International Transport 

Workers Federation in the summer of 1998, reflagged to Britain and arduously refitted at 

the Mipo dockyards of Hyundai, just north of Pusan, and then sailed by a Croatian crew to 

the German port of Bremerhaven, where it was further fitted out with the exhibition, and 

then, only a few months after the initial purchase -all this was done at breakneck pace -it 

embarked with a new name on a twenty month circumnavigation, setting out to visit 83 cities 

around the world. The crew was a polygot mix: English, German, Icelandic, Filipino, Burmese, 

Scottish, Croatian, New Zealander, Ukrainian, Russian, Japanese, Dutch, Irish.

Depending on the political situation of the local unions who invited the ship, the visits 

could be militant and combative. For example, the crew joined the dockers of Valparaiso in 

their fight against Chilean government plans for port privatization, demonstrated alongside 

exiled Burmese seafarers and other democracy campaigners outside the Myanmar embassy in 

Bangkok, and staged a protest in support of striking American shipyard workers in New 

Orleans.

Two fast launches were stowed on top of the rear hatch cover, and these allowed for rapid, 

Greenpeace style actions. In other instances, the ship was isolated from public contact by 

unsympathetic governments, as happened in Hong Kong, a city whose crypto “market Stalinist” 

chief executive happens to be the former head of an international container shipping line. 

A invitation to Greece scheduled for the very last day of the millennium was rescinded at 

the eleventh hour by a seafarers’ union unwilling to challenge powerful Greek shipowners. 

Faraway political events could change the tenor of the ship’s reception, as happened in 

Istanbul a few weeks after the Seattle protests against the World Trade Organization. 

For the first time, the ship was greeted at the dock by workers bearing banners specifically 

denouncing globalization. And indeed the ship’s visit to Seattle in the spring of 1999 had 

been one of a number of local events leading up to the November protests.

If, as Michel Foucault has suggested, ships are the very exemplar of heterotopias (real 

spaces that call other spaces into question), the Global Mariner was the heterotopia of 

heterotopias. Or if you want, this was a meta ship, representing and figuring within itself, 

within the exhibition that was its only cargo, all the other invisible, ignored and silent 

ships of the world. The Global Mariner had to be real ship functioning in an exemplary way, 

to be the Good Ship that social justice demanded other ships should and could be, but it was 

also an empty vessel carrying nothing but ballast and a message. This “emptiness” may have 

provoked the hostile captain of one substandard vessel targeted by the ITF to refer to the 

Global Mariner as a “toy ship” as if it had been de realized by the absence of heavy cargo. 

And yet this was a vessel of old fashioned self sufficiency, equipped with onboard cranes that 

allowed it to load and discharge cargo at terminals without dockside equipment, the sort of 

vessel commonly seen trading in more remote third world ports. The Global Mariner functioned 

in marked contrast to the specialized container and bulk ships of today’s shipping world, 

which only work by being integrated into a larger machine ensemble of dockside cranes and 

conveyors. Its functional autonomy and versatility allowed the Global Mariner to become a 

large mobile art space that could efficiently install, transport, and display its exhibition.
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4.  Magellan in Reverse

The Global Mariner was also embarked on what can only be seen as an ironic, counter enactment 

of an older project dating back to the very origins of modem imperial dominion, namely the 

first circumnavigation of the globe by Magellan. This was Magellan in reverse. Indeed, the 

ritual significance of circumnavigation should not be under emphasized. These epochal voyages 

were first re enacted in the epoch of high imperialism, serving as theatrical assertions of 

a naval power’s emergence on the world stage, as was the case with the circumnavigation of 

Admiral Dewey’s “White Fleet” after the decisive American victory over Spain in Manila Bay 

in 1898. In the American case, the grand, global naval parade, showing the flag, in naval 

parlance, put the muscle behind the geo strategic ambition expressed by the naval theorist 

Alfred Thayer Mahan.

In the later twentieth century, the solo circumnavigator ritually revitalizes the 

individualist underpinnings of the capitalist spirit of adventure, while simultaneously 

obscuring through the drama of solitary endeavor and extreme self sufficiency  ¬the 

industrial and social dimension of the world¬-spanning project. The fascination with such 

voyages, manifested in the tragically ill fated work of Bas Jan Ader, or more recently in 

a number of intriguing projects by Tacita Dean, is entirely consistent with a return to a 

seemingly exhausted romanticism, and an effort to divorce adventure from its historical 

linkage with plunder and conquest. That romanticism should only seek its survival in 

oceanic immersion, hyper solitude, and the extreme extra territoriality of the middle 

passage is a sign of the desperation encountered in its rescue from generalized cultural 

debasement. Today this postmodern, quasi romantic “return” to the sea must be understood 

as fundamentally different from its Byronic precedent, since it contends with a sea that is 

both depleted of resources and sublimely threatening in a new way with the advent of global 

warming, a sea that kills and is being killed, a sea that is also subject -in the developed 

world -to a ubiquitous variety of hyper¬real representations, from aquatic theme parks 

to the species rich aquariums that have become a fixture of every urban waterfront leisure 

complex.

The Global Mariner insisted, on the contrary, in its plodding ordinary way on the return 

to social questions. Speaking with the caution of a Cold War liberal, Steichen had claimed 

that The Family of Man was about “human consciousness, not social consciousness.”” The great 

strength of the Global Mariner experiment was to raise the question of society from the 

very space that is imagined to be beyond society. Nothing special: a ship like many others, 

so ordinary that one Seattle resident, seeing the ship being ceremoniously welcomed by the 

fireboats of that strong union city, wondered what the fuss was all about. In other words, 

here was the sort of welcome one would expect for an aircraft carrier or the QE2, but not for 

an old ‘tween decker, presumably carrying coffee or pulp paper, or some other anonymous bulk 

commodity.
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It is all the more profound that this ship should seek to represent the workings of empire 

at a time when the global economy is assumed to be entirely virtual in its connectedness, 

magically independent of the slow maritime movement of heavy things. The arrogant conceit 

of the cyber economy, for that matter of the very idea of the post industrial era, is that 

we disavow our dim but nagging awareness that nearly all energy -whether converted to 

electricity or derived from direct combustion -comes from oil or other hydrocarbon fossil 

fuels, or on fissionable uranium refined from yellow cake ore: solids, liquids and gases 

that are extracted from the earth and transported in bulk. The very slowness of the Global 

Mariner’s voyage, the twenty months of its circumnavigation, reminds us of the duration of 

early modern seafaring under sail, and also of the contemporary persistence of slow, heavy 

transport flows.

5.  Anti-Titanic

This was the anti Titanic. The Glaswegian quartermaster aboard the Global Mariner, a wiry 

veteran seafarer by the name of Jimmy McCauley, made the point very succinctly, referring 

to the steady aggregate loss of life at sea, crews of twenty at a time on bulk ore carriers 

that mysteriously break in half, sometimes in calm seas, or the myriad Filipino passengers 

crammed onto decrepit ferries that capsize or burn in the Sulu Sea: “A Titanic happens every 

year, but no one hears about it.” 

The exhibition itself brought this home with a narrative program that took the visitor 

from a happy and optimistic view of seafaring -a mix of shipping industry propaganda and 

tourist fantasy -to an increasingly dark and dismal view of calamities and dangers at sea, 

culminating in a meticulous model of the ill fated Swedish ferry Estonia underwater in a 

fish tank vitrine, this last amounted to a morbid seafarers’ joke on the display techniques 

of maritime museums. As one descended from upper to lower holds, and moved forward toward 

the bow of the ship, the use of archival images -of injured seafarers and atrocious living 

conditions, of shipwrecks, fires and oil spills -became more and more insistent, until 

one climbed to the upper hold dedicated to public discussion and debate. Many of the 

photographs used were taken by the ITF’s ship inspectors in ports around the world, who 

are themselves dockers and seafarers. This documentary imperative brings openness to an 

industry traditionally veiled in secrecy. In fact, the current tendency to extend forensic 

investigations to non military shipwrecks, using deep submersibles when necessary, is 

largely traceable to precedents set by the ITF.

Miren del Olmo, chief mate aboard the Global Mariner, told me a story. A Basque from a 

poor fishing village on the outskirts of Bilbao, daughter of a retired shipyard worker, 

she recalled having crossed the Nervión river on her way to English class one Saturday in 

the late 1980s, preparing for the lingua franca of a life at sea. Hearing commotion in the 

distance, she glanced back at the bridge, just next to the soon to be closed shipyard that 

would ten years later provide the site for Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim. The roadway and pylons 

suddenly disappeared in a fog of tear gas.

Displaced welders and shipwrights -her father’s comrades- were battling with the riot squads 

of the National Police. She told the story as she stood watch late one December night on 

another sort of bridge, as the Global Mariner made its way west across the Black Sea. 

It occurred to me that we were doubtless crossing the course taken almost a century earlier 

by the mutinous battleship Potemkin, as it zig zagged from Odessa to Constanza seeking 

shelter from the Tsarist fleet.
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This was the anti Titanic. The Glaswegian quartermaster aboard the Global Mariner, a wiry 

veteran seafarer by the name of Jimmy McCauley, made the point very succinctly, referring 

to the steady aggregate loss of life at sea, crews of twenty at a time on bulk ore carriers 

that mysteriously break in half, sometimes in calm seas, or the myriad Filipino passengers 

crammed onto decrepit ferries that capsize or burn in the Sulu Sea: “A Titanic happens every 

year, but no one hears about it.” 

The exhibition itself brought this home with a narrative program that took the visitor 

from a happy and optimistic view of seafaring -a mix of shipping industry propaganda and 

tourist fantasy -to an increasingly dark and dismal view of calamities and dangers at sea, 

culminating in a meticulous model of the ill fated Swedish ferry Estonia underwater in a 

fish tank vitrine, this last amounted to a morbid seafarers’ joke on the display techniques 

of maritime museums. As one descended from upper to lower holds, and moved forward toward 

the bow of the ship, the use of archival images -of injured seafarers and atrocious living 

conditions, of shipwrecks, fires and oil spills -became more and more insistent, until 

one climbed to the upper hold dedicated to public discussion and debate. Many of the 

photographs used were taken by the ITF’s ship inspectors in ports around the world, who 

are themselves dockers and seafarers. This documentary imperative brings openness to an 

industry traditionally veiled in secrecy. In fact, the current tendency to extend forensic 

investigations to non military shipwrecks, using deep submersibles when necessary, is 

largely traceable to precedents set by the ITF.

Miren del Olmo, chief mate aboard the Global Mariner, told me a story. A Basque from a 

poor fishing village on the outskirts of Bilbao, daughter of a retired shipyard worker, 

she recalled having crossed the Nervión river on her way to English class one Saturday in 

the late 1980s, preparing for the lingua franca of a life at sea. Hearing commotion in the 

distance, she glanced back at the bridge, just next to the soon to be closed shipyard that 

would ten years later provide the site for Frank Gehry’s Guggenheim. The roadway and pylons 

suddenly disappeared in a fog of tear gas.

Displaced welders and shipwrights -her father’s comrades- were battling with the riot squads 

of the National Police. She told the story as she stood watch late one December night on 

another sort of bridge, as the Global Mariner made its way west across the Black Sea. 

It occurred to me that we were doubtless crossing the course taken almost a century earlier 

by the mutinous battleship Potemkin, as it zig zagged from Odessa to Constanza seeking 

shelter from the Tsarist fleet.

The ship shuddered through heavy winter swells, seemingly going nowhere. After a long 

silence, broken only by the intermittent crackle of radio voices speaking the terse and 

variably accented English of the sea lanes, Miren remarked that she had yet to spend enough 

time at home in Bilbao to be able to visit the new museum. But in her unprofessional opinion, 

speaking frankly to an American, it looked like it had been built from every can of Coke 

drunk in Bilbao.”

As Melville’s Bartelby, broken by the post office, put it to his boss: “I would prefer not 

to.” On August 3, 2000, having completed its mission as a good ship, an exemplary ship, a 

ship representing all the other invisible ships of the world, the Global Mariner, bearing 

a cargo of steel coil, was rammed and sunk at the mouth of the Orinoco River in Venezuela, 

not far from the fictional refuge of Robinson Crusoe, a shipwrecked isolato from an earlier 

mercantile era. Thanks to Bill Gates and his minions, I received this news by e mail, but not 

in writing. Instead, without warning, a startling picture rolled downward on the screen of 

my computer: a ship I knew well, sinking, photographed from a lifeboat by one of the crew.
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Forgotten Spaces: Discussion platform with Benjamin Buchloh, David Harvey and Allan
Sekula, at a screening of 'The Forgotten Space' at The Cooper Union, May 2011. Filmed by
Jacqueline Hoang Nguyen, Roberto Meza and Park McArthur, 21min.

Winner of the Special Jury Prize at the Orizzonti Competition in Venice, The Forgotten Space

(2010) is a film essay directed by Allan Sekula and Noël Burch. Sekula is an artist, writer and

photography theoretician based in Los Angeles, where he teaches at the California Institute

of the Arts. Burch is a film theorist and a filmmaker who has directed over twenty titles, as

well as being co-founder and director of the Institut de Formation Cinèmatographique from

1967–71.

The filmed conversation between Benjamin Buchloh, David Harvey and Allan Sekula followed

the New York premiere of The Forgotten Space, in association with the Whitney Museum of

American Art Independent Study Program's exhibition, Foreclosed: Between Crisis and

Possibility. In the context of this exhibition, the conversation attempts to explore the complex

spatial networks through which capitalism operates. Jennifer Burris, a Curatorial Fellow of

the Whitney Independent Study Program, elaborates below.

A panoramic vision of a cargo ship at sea is the central image of Noël Burch and Allan Sekula’s

film The Forgotten Space (2010), a project that grew out of Sekula’s previous photographic

work Fish Story (1988–94). The film-makers return to this shot of the cargo ship again and

again as they move between the four port cities of Rotterdam, Los Angeles, Hong Kong and

Bilbao. This constant evocation of multi-coloured metal boxes, which stretch towards the

horizon and connect past centres of maritime power with future sites of cultural tourism,

underscores the systemic nature of the film’s narrative while simultaneously foregrounding the

container itself as the central protagonist of this story. For although the film focuses on

individual accounts of displacement, exploitation and loss – the micro-narratives of the global

labour force – its primary intention is to show the wide-reaching effects wrought by the

development of international cargo shipping and the concomitant globalisation of the world’s

material economy. By tracing these effects across multiple geographic locations, deploying a

documentary approach that integrates archival film footage with interviews and media reels,

the film showcases the maritime world as the ultimate ‘forgotten space’ of global capitalism.

The first development that brought about this so-called forgetting was the rise of the container.

Pioneered by the United States in the late 1950s, ‘containerised’ shipping set a world standard

for general cargo by the end of the 1960s. These uniformly sized boxes, capable of being

mechanically transported from the berths of ships to a wide variety of land transport systems,

quickly made possible a dramatic increase in economies of scale. This expansion led to the rise

of the super-ship as well as the super-port, city-like structures located at an unbridgeable

remove from metropolitan consciousness. The second development facilitating this rapid

growth was the creation of a ‘flag of convenience’ system of ship registry in the late 1940s.

Roughly akin to a deregulation of international labour markets, this system created a loophole

for industrialists in the developed world by allowing them to register their ships in particularly

permissive countries like Panama, Honduras and Liberia, thereby evading national labour and

safety legislation.

Such bureaucratic and technological changes dramatically impact the socio-economic

conditions of those who depend on shipping for their livelihood; while the rise of containerised

shipping significantly reduces the required workforce, the flag of convenience system allows

labour conditions to remain at standards set in the nineteenth century. Through his extended

project Fish Story, which was exhibited in full at Rotterdam’s Witte de With Center for

Contemporary Art in 1995, Sekula created a vast photographic archive of this terrain of

‘gargantuan automation but also of persistent work, of isolated loneliness, displacement and

separation from the domestic sphere’.1 Divided into seven distinct chapters, Fish Story reveals

how the romanticised world of seafarers has disappeared alongside the mythical space of

harbours. Replacing the oceanic dream of revolution and freedom, the current system of

international container shipping embodies a different myth: ‘a world of uninhibited flows’.2

This fantasy – which reaches its apex alongside the financial manoeuverings of the shadow

banking system – spills over and saturates the realm of shipyards and loading docks. The more

rationalised and automated the maritime world becomes, the more it both conceptually and

materially resembles the international stock market, Burch and Sekula argue. Foreclosed from
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Allan Sekula and Noël Burch, still from 'The Forgotten Space', 2010, digital film, colour,

sound; 112 min. Produced by DocEye Film, Amsterdam, in co-production with WildArt

Film, Vienna. Courtesy DocEye Film, Amsterdam

this myth of wealth without workers is the experience of countless manual labourers, rendered

superfluous by the ceaseless drive towards further mechanisation. For just as standardised

systems strip the sea of its tempestuous indeterminacy, the de-territorialising operations of

empire eradicate the image of the ship as both prism and engine of escape.

The film-makers’ decision to orient The Forgotten Space’s otherwise discontinuous narrative

around the image of a horizon-bound ship seems to be not only strategic but also highly

symbolic in that it brings the representational iconography of the cargo box to the centre of the

film’s structure. In the concluding section of his essay ‘Dismal Science’,3 Sekula describes the

container as the ‘single object that can be said to embody the disavowal implicit in the

transnational bourgeoisie’s fantasy of a world of wealth without workers […] the very coffin of

remote labour-power’.4 By comparing the formal characteristics of these metal structures with

such Pop age emblems as Warhol’s Brillo Boxes (1964), Dan Graham’s Homes for America

(1966–67), and Robert Smithson’s A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic (1967), he effectively

reintroduces the submerged concept of labour to a formalist language of high Modernism. The

art world’s embrace of perfected geometries and minimalist abstractions, which often results

in the exclusion of ideology or politics, is positioned in parallel to the segregation of the

uncontrollable ‘messiness’ of labour from post-industrial fantasies of standardisation and

instantaneity – what Sekula calls ‘the illusory uniformity imposed by packaging, a uniformity

that hides the chaotic restlessness and indifference of the profit motive’.5 By making a film that

exposes the dominant beliefs of post-industrialism as pure myth, Burch and Sekula not only

reintroduce the material intractability of global trade to the story of international capitalism,

they also make visible the integral importance of labour within a discourse of artistic

modernism and the filmic avant-garde.

Formal Space

The other central characteristic of this image of a ship at sea, beyond the minimalist structure

of the metal box, is the panorama. A clouded sky cast in late afternoon light hovers above a

gently sloping horizon line that marks the receding edge of a pallid sea. This arrangement

recalls the pictorial tradition of ocean painting, a history that Sekula chronicles throughout

‘Dismal Science’. Describing maritime space as inherently panoramic in its formal

representation, he writes that this imaginary construct is paradoxical in that it is

‘topographically “complete” while still signalling an acknowledgement of and desire for a

greater extension beyond the frame. […] The psychology of the panorama is overtly sated and

covertly greedy, and thus caught up in the fragile complacency of disavowal’.6 Such a

conceptual framework helps us understand how the film-makers use the panorama not only to

position their work within a history of work about the sea, but also to highlight the

representational logic of capitalist expansion. Through this engagement with the political

implications of formal space, Burch and Sekula show how sometimes the most significant

insights derive not from linear arguments, but from implied correspondences and visual

allusions.

The Forgotten Space’s repeated evocation of a limitless sea of movement and exchange also

illustrates, in relief, the claustrophobic and profoundly immobile social conditions of the

maritime world’s primary workforce. We encounter Los Angeles-based truck drivers whose

‘entrepreneurial’ (read: non-unionised) status obscures the fact they work for less than

minimum wage and we meet an ageing couple struggling to maintain a grocery shop in a

deserted port city outside Rotterdam. In one particularly uncomfortable scene, which toes the

line of spectacularisation, we hear the stories of three people living in a makeshift ‘tent city’

outside Ontario, California. Nothing more than a sparse collection of nylon tents, the tent city

occupies a sliver of public space caught between the automated tracks of transport trains.

Recounting heartbreak and frustrated possibilities, these monologues reveal a glimpse of what

it means to inhabit paralytic circumstances. In the words of one of the interviewees: ‘I don’t

want to be like this any longer, I’ve been like this for years’. Cutting to a shot of a plane flying

directly overhead, the directors foreground the distance between the myth of twenty-first

century cosmopolitanism and the foreclosed narratives of those who have either nowhere else

to go or no way to get there.

This explicit contrast between the fantasised freedom of air travel and the paranoiac enclosure

of certain living conditions re-stages a pivotal moment in The Condition of the Working Class

in England (1884), Friedrich Engels’s study of living and labour conditions during the height of

the Industrial Revolution. This moment, with which Sekula also introduces his ‘Dismal Science’

essay, begins with a reverie on the majestic appearance of London from the perspective of a

ship entering the Thames:
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Text: Jennifer Burris, «Material Resistance: Allan Sekula’s Forgotten Space», in www.afterall.org, 24 juin 2011

Allan Sekula and Noël Burch, still from 'The Forgotten Space', 2010, digital film, colour,

sound; 112 min. Produced by DocEye Film, Amsterdam, in co-production with WildArt

Film, Vienna. Courtesy DocEye Film, Amsterdam

this myth of wealth without workers is the experience of countless manual labourers, rendered

superfluous by the ceaseless drive towards further mechanisation. For just as standardised

systems strip the sea of its tempestuous indeterminacy, the de-territorialising operations of

empire eradicate the image of the ship as both prism and engine of escape.

The film-makers’ decision to orient The Forgotten Space’s otherwise discontinuous narrative

around the image of a horizon-bound ship seems to be not only strategic but also highly

symbolic in that it brings the representational iconography of the cargo box to the centre of the

film’s structure. In the concluding section of his essay ‘Dismal Science’,3 Sekula describes the

container as the ‘single object that can be said to embody the disavowal implicit in the

transnational bourgeoisie’s fantasy of a world of wealth without workers […] the very coffin of

remote labour-power’.4 By comparing the formal characteristics of these metal structures with

such Pop age emblems as Warhol’s Brillo Boxes (1964), Dan Graham’s Homes for America

(1966–67), and Robert Smithson’s A Tour of the Monuments of Passaic (1967), he effectively

reintroduces the submerged concept of labour to a formalist language of high Modernism. The

art world’s embrace of perfected geometries and minimalist abstractions, which often results

in the exclusion of ideology or politics, is positioned in parallel to the segregation of the

uncontrollable ‘messiness’ of labour from post-industrial fantasies of standardisation and

instantaneity – what Sekula calls ‘the illusory uniformity imposed by packaging, a uniformity

that hides the chaotic restlessness and indifference of the profit motive’.5 By making a film that

exposes the dominant beliefs of post-industrialism as pure myth, Burch and Sekula not only

reintroduce the material intractability of global trade to the story of international capitalism,

they also make visible the integral importance of labour within a discourse of artistic

modernism and the filmic avant-garde.

Formal Space

The other central characteristic of this image of a ship at sea, beyond the minimalist structure

of the metal box, is the panorama. A clouded sky cast in late afternoon light hovers above a

gently sloping horizon line that marks the receding edge of a pallid sea. This arrangement

recalls the pictorial tradition of ocean painting, a history that Sekula chronicles throughout

‘Dismal Science’. Describing maritime space as inherently panoramic in its formal

representation, he writes that this imaginary construct is paradoxical in that it is

‘topographically “complete” while still signalling an acknowledgement of and desire for a

greater extension beyond the frame. […] The psychology of the panorama is overtly sated and

covertly greedy, and thus caught up in the fragile complacency of disavowal’.6 Such a

conceptual framework helps us understand how the film-makers use the panorama not only to

position their work within a history of work about the sea, but also to highlight the

representational logic of capitalist expansion. Through this engagement with the political

implications of formal space, Burch and Sekula show how sometimes the most significant

insights derive not from linear arguments, but from implied correspondences and visual

allusions.

The Forgotten Space’s repeated evocation of a limitless sea of movement and exchange also

illustrates, in relief, the claustrophobic and profoundly immobile social conditions of the

maritime world’s primary workforce. We encounter Los Angeles-based truck drivers whose

‘entrepreneurial’ (read: non-unionised) status obscures the fact they work for less than

minimum wage and we meet an ageing couple struggling to maintain a grocery shop in a

deserted port city outside Rotterdam. In one particularly uncomfortable scene, which toes the

line of spectacularisation, we hear the stories of three people living in a makeshift ‘tent city’

outside Ontario, California. Nothing more than a sparse collection of nylon tents, the tent city

occupies a sliver of public space caught between the automated tracks of transport trains.

Recounting heartbreak and frustrated possibilities, these monologues reveal a glimpse of what

it means to inhabit paralytic circumstances. In the words of one of the interviewees: ‘I don’t

want to be like this any longer, I’ve been like this for years’. Cutting to a shot of a plane flying

directly overhead, the directors foreground the distance between the myth of twenty-first

century cosmopolitanism and the foreclosed narratives of those who have either nowhere else

to go or no way to get there.

This explicit contrast between the fantasised freedom of air travel and the paranoiac enclosure

of certain living conditions re-stages a pivotal moment in The Condition of the Working Class

in England (1884), Friedrich Engels’s study of living and labour conditions during the height of

the Industrial Revolution. This moment, with which Sekula also introduces his ‘Dismal Science’

essay, begins with a reverie on the majestic appearance of London from the perspective of a

ship entering the Thames:
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The masses of buildings, the wharves on both sides, especially from Woolwich

upwards, the countless ships along both shores, crowding ever closer and closer

together, until, at last, only a narrow passage remains in the middle of the river, a

passage through which hundreds of steamers shoot by one another; all this is so

vast, so impressive, that a man cannot collect himself, but is lost in the marvel of

England’s greatness before he sets foot upon English soil.7

Though Engels later appends this passage with an asterisk, bemoaning the transition from this

romantic époque of sailing vessels to a dismal collection of polluted steam ships, he initially

sets the expansive, panoramic passage of the sea in direct opposition to the straitened alleys of

London’s slums and tenement housing. This distinction helps him differentiate the accelerated

development of sea transport as a force of production from the stalled impasse of the social

relations of production evidenced by urban crowding and squalor, thereby introducing an

insight of historical materialism. The glorious vision of imperialism from a distance

dialectically contradicts the experience of it from within: odorous streets befouled with the

smell of flesh and animal refuse.

If, as Sekula writes, Engels’s ‘radicality was his ability to break with the fatalism of this

emerging romance of the sea’s isolation, and to step from the deck of the ship onto the streets

of the city at the centre of the global circle of power’,8 the truly remarkable nature of this film

lies in Burch and Sekula’s ability to once again step back from the alluring myths of

cosmopolitanism and a global economy of instantaneous communication and immaterial

exchange. The film proposes forms of material resistance that not only reintroduce the

maritime world as a space forgotten within the hypertrophied narratives of electronic trading

and consumption-driven economies, it also argues for an understanding of the current

financial crisis not as an aberration of global capital, but as a pathology intrinsic to capitalism

itself.
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Text: Manfred Hermes, «Allan Sekula / Generali Foundation, Vienna, Austria, in Frieze, Issue 78, October 2003

As an art student around 1970 Allan Sekula realized that numerous American photographers of the 
early 20th century had escaped his notice. In the postwar period the socio-critical work of Lewis Hine 
or Dorothea Lange, some of which was state-commissioned during the New Deal, was sidelined with 
lasting effect as part of an equally state-sponsored campaign of anti-communism. Sekula identified a 
process of canonization that gave preference to, for example, Paul Strand’s images of the Modernist 
sublime from the same period. This process seemed guided not by criteria of quality but by the 
dictates of cultural policy, and, according to Sekula, the Museum of Modern Art played no small part 
in it.

For Sekula this and similar insights were a revelation, causing him to abandon his previous artistic 
approaches in favour of photography. The quasi-retrospective at the Generali Foundation tracks this 
development. In Gallery Voice Montage (1970) Sekula was still playing on painting issues such as 
monochromism and seriality: the two white canvases hung side by side turn out to conceal a pair of 
loudspeakers over which secretly recorded comments by visitors to the gallery are played back. Soon 
after this, Sekula made his pictures speak in other ways. He began by documenting actions of his 
own: stealing steaks and throwing them on to the motorway as a pun on consumerism in Meat Mass 
(1972). A job at a restaurant lead to his critique of exploitation in This Ain’t China: A Photonovel (1974), 
while his work as an art lecturer spawned School is a Factory (1978-80), where education is exposed 
as a joyless holding facility, its social promises mere camouflage. When advances in productivity are 
planned, the losers are always already part of the equation.

To avoid the pictorialism of early documentary photography Sekula explores various sequencing 
techniques. In Untitled Slide Sequence (1972) workers leaving their workplace are shown as 
a succession of movie frames, while Portraits of Salespeople (1973) is an experiment with the 
‘sociological’ frontality of August Sander. Since Aerospace Folktales (1973) Sekula has made 
increasing use of text. This story was supplied by his own family: his father had lost his job in the arms 
industry due to post-Vietnam redundancies. Until this point his social ambitions had been more or less 
fulfilled, but even during his unemployment he clung unwaveringly to his neo-liberal ideas and petty 
bourgeois sense of guilt. It becomes apparent that for Sekula political radicalization and the creation 
of a multi-faceted narrative are not mutually exclusive, but interdependent.

This piece saw Sekula revealing his own biography to an unusual degree. His sympathies, however, 
lay less with those who revelled in feelings of individual guilt than with those who had at least the 
remnants of a pronounced political will. Freeway to China (1998-9) documents the upheavals in ports 
following the introduction of containers and factory ships. Sticking to the theme of the transportation 
industry, the high seas have almost become a leitmotif in Sekula’s work since the 1980s: globalization 
not only affects the flow of capital, but also potentially facilitates solidarity between workers in the 
ports of Liverpool, Los Angeles and Sydney.

Such descriptions may suggest that Sekula’s work primarily involves well-meaning documentation 
of injustice. One way to appreciate the fact that a more complex story is being told is to sit down 
and read the information material provided, a pleasure that is only slightly dampened by the clumsily 
themed seating arrangements, like the camp bed in front of War Without Bodies (1991-6). In this 
series Sekula refers to the ideology of a supposedly ‘clean’, remote-control, disembodied warfare 
launched during the first Gulf War of 1991. The photographs present a contrasting picture: visitors 
at a military show stick their fingers down the muzzle of a multi-barrel artillery gun with almost erotic 
delight. One of the accompanying texts tells the story of the USS Iowa, whose gun turret exploded 
in 1989. Although it was caused by ageing equipment, the public was sold a story of homosexual 
vengeance - which was about as accurate as describing the film Battleship Potemkin (1925) as a 
piece of homophobic pulp fiction.
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